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Abstract: Some well-known scientists and technologists have expressed concern that robots may take
over the world. More generally, there is concern that robots will take over human jobs and leave
billions of people suffering long-term unemployment. Yet, such concerns do not take into account
the potential for human beings to enhance their natural capabilities with in-the-body technologies
and so become cyborgs with superior capabilities to robots. Types of cyborgs include: human
beings with mass produced biomedical implants; human beings with mass imagineered body
hacks; and human beings with mass customized insideables. In this paper, human enhancement
with in-the-body technologies is analyzed through the theoretical frameworks of mass paradigms,
technology domestication, and cultural capital. The implications of the findings of these analyses are
related to debates about the future of society. In particular, opportunity versus exploitation, utopia
versus dystopia, and emancipation versus extinction. It is explained that that debates about the
future of society are flawed if they focus more upon robots than cyborgs. This is because cyborgs can
provide more highly advanced embodied cognition, and the number of cyborgs continues to increase
as enterprises introduce new in-the-body technologies while individuals seek to increase cultural
capital through body projects. Accordingly, debates about the future of society should consider the
potential of cyborgs, as well as robots, replacing human beings.

Keywords: body hacking; cyborgs; cultural capital; implants; insideables; mass imagineering; robots;
sensors; technology domestication; wearables

1. Introduction

The “rise of the robots” a prominent topic in debate about the effects of science and technology on
society. For example, it has been argued that robots will eventually replace most human workers [1–3].
Moreover, some well-known scientists and technologists have expressed concerns that robots may
take over the world [4,5]. Yet, such debate does not encompass the potential for human beings to
enhance their natural capabilities with in-the-body technologies and so become cyborgs with superior
capabilities to robots [6–9]. For example, the acquisition of psychomotor abilities by robots has long
been recognized to be a profound challenge [10]. By contrast, human beings have vast repertoires of
general psychomotor abilities [11].

As human skin is permeable, the distinction between technology inside and outside of the body
can be difficult to delineate precisely. Nonetheless, there are numerous examples of technologies that
involve implanting and are beneath the skin. Well-established examples of in-the-body technologies
include cochlear implants and heart pacemakers, which are implanted by medical professionals [12].
By contrast, body hackers imagine novel capabilities for themselves; cutting themselves open and
implanting their own in-the-body technologies [13,14]. As well as professional implanting of medical
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devices for individuals and body hacks by individuals, there are social events for implanting
insideables. Unlike wearables, which are electronic devices that people wear as wristbands and
other types of apparel outside their bodies, insideables are in-the-body devices. People can have
insideables put into their bodies at, so called, implant parties. At these parties, they can share in social
interactions similar to those of Botox parties that preceded them [15,16]. These three societal trends of
human enhancement with in-the-body technologies provide the basis for the descriptive categories of
analyses and discussion of implications in this paper. This is appropriate as this paper is concerned
with addressing the focus of debate about the future of society, which has hitherto been focused more
on robots than on cyborgs.

In this paper, the implications arising from more human beings becoming cyborgs are discussed
in relation to debate about the future of society. First, societal trends of human enhancement with
implanted technologies are analyzed in terms of three theoretical frameworks: mass paradigms,
technology domestication, and cultural capital. Subsequently, implications drawn from analyses are
discussed in relation to debates about the future of society concerning opportunity versus exploitation,
utopia versus dystopia, and emancipation versus extermination. In conclusion, it is argued that
debates about the future of society focused on robots are flawed because of their lack of consideration
of cyborgs.

2. Analyses

2.1. Mass Paradigms

Mass paradigms can be considered as mass production, mass customization, and mass
imagineering. These three paradigms offer different levels of authority to individuals. Mass production
offers individuals authority over the selection of completed products. Mass customization offers
authority at the level of assemblies and sub-assemblies. By contrast, mass imagineering offers
individuals authority in engineering what they imagine, including what materials are used and
how they will be combined. Consequently, they can be compared and contrasted in terms of the
convenience offered by mass production, as, for example, when buying a complete long playing record;
the choice offered by mass customization, for example when assembling a personal playlist from
music tracks; the creativity offered by mass imagineering, for example when recording at home and
sharing one’s own music online. These three mass paradigms are related to human enhancement with
in-the-body technologies in the following paragraphs.

Mass production is associated with notions of individuals being pacified by cultural content
that is provided with such convenience that it requires little, if any, thought [17]. Mass produced
culture includes deferential acceptance of medical professionals’ advice for standard medical services
involving implanting of mass produced in-the-body technologies to restore natural capabilities [12,18].
Beyond the restoration of capabilities, such as hearing and heart functioning, mass produced culture
also includes surgical implants to progress towards mass produced exemplars for female and male
health and beauty [19,20]. This involves many people having surgical implants, even though there is
no biomedical need for them [21–24].

By contrast, mass imagineering involves individuals being actively creative. They imagine
something, then realize what they imagine with automated engineering. Established participants
in mass imagineering are vloggers, self-publishers, and makers. Mass imagineering can involve
bricoleurs who make from whatever materials are available to hand; tinkerers who repair/improve
what they already have; and creators of assemblages who express themselves with found objects. Some
may carry out imagineering to make counter-culture statements. Others may be motivated by a desire
to do hands-on work to improve the world. By contrast, others may seek to demonstrate their creativity
to attract the commercial interest of established companies involved in mass production. Importantly,
they access automated engineers for lighting, sound, manufacturing etc., in the form of sophisticated
software and artificial intelligence (AI) that are included in electronic devices, desktop machines,
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and online platforms. Within mass imagineering, individuals have authority throughout production
of whatever it is that they imagine [25,26]. Mass imagineering includes body hackers who imagine
enhanced capabilities for themselves, and put automated engineering devices inside themselves to
realize what they imagine. Thus, they engage in a particular type of creative do-it-yourself (DIY).
Enhanced capabilities include having automated auditory representations of colors, automated reading
of the Earth’s seismic movements, and automated notifications every time one faces north in order to
become a human compass [13,14,27,28].

Mass customization can provide individuals with more choice than mass production. However,
unlike the creative independence of mass imagineering, final authority over product release in
mass customization remains with organizations that provide the options that are chosen from [29].
Mass customization is associated with individuals seeking to assemble and promote identities for
themselves [30,31], and provides individuals with many options for body modification [32,33].
Within the mass customization of bodies, medical goods can become health and beauty goods [34].
For example, doctors organize Botox parties [35] and Botox is bought online for home parties [36].
Insideables follow from injectables, such as Botox, as technologies that allow mass customization
of bodies through individuals selecting from options, such as “getting chipped” with microchips at
implant parties [15,16].

2.2. Technology Domestication

The transition of technology into everyday use can involve top-down transition across
socio-economic modes [37]. First, a mass produced technology can be developed in publicly funded
scientific research, next it can be commercialized by the private sector, and then become part of daily life
through domestication trails [15,38]. DIY is a major trend in technology domestication, which involves
people taking care of themselves in domestic settings rather than travelling to consultations with
specialists. Such DIY includes, for example, kidney haemodialysis and haemophilia infusions [39,40].

Technology domestication can also involve bottom-up transition across socio-economic modes
starting from countercultures participating in mass imagineering [41]. Body hackers apply the
counterculture hacker ethic to improve their own bodies with DIY devices [42]. The hacker ethic
involves doing hands-on work to improve the world. For example, if all people change themselves
by body hacking night vision devices into themselves, there could be no need to consume vast
amounts of energy on public lighting [6–9]. In particular, hackers believe that essential lessons can
be learned from taking things apart, seeing how they work, and using this knowledge to create new
and more interesting things [43]. As with other mass imagineering activities, body hacking can lead
to entrepreneurship and commercialization. For example, Web-based enterprises Biohax, Cyborg
Nest, and Dangerous Things offer devices, kits, and tools for body hacking [14,27,28]. Thus, body
hacking transitions from its counterculture origins towards technology domestication via Web-based
sales platforms.

Societal trends of human enhancement with in-the-body technologies can involve technology
domestication that leads to some technologies being used at the level of the “technological
unconsciousness”. In other words, people use technology without conscious consideration of the
consequences of doing so [44]. For example, when there is top-down transition across socio-economic
modes, the design of implants and implanting procedures during their commercialization can increase
ease-of-use, and expand the number of users, to such an extent that some well-established implants
might be accepted for use with little questioning by individuals [15]. Nonetheless, a high level of
technological consciousness would be required in being a cyborg when there is novelty in what
is implanted and how it is implanted. In other words, people are more likely to give conscious
consideration to the consequences of doing so [16]. Furthermore, the pragmatics of material interaction
require active understanding of how in-the-body technology components should be handled in relation
to each other and in relation to the human body [45]. Technological consciousness can be more far
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reaching than mental concentration during selection and use. For example, implants can modify
people’s perceptions of their own cultural identities to some extent [46,47].

The need for mental concentration, the modification of cultural identity and/or apprehension
about implants are not sufficient to prevent the beginning of technology domestication trials. Firstly,
the need for improved health can soon motivate people to undertake novel practices, which they
would otherwise not consider. For example, DIY faecal transplants at home include passing
liquefied excrement provided by a donor down a tube threaded through the nose to the stomach.
Unlike the one-off implanting of an in-the-body technology, faecal transplants need to be carried
out repeatedly [48,49]. Secondly, people can soon get carried away with the hype [50]. The hype
associated with the Internet of Things has led to it being referred to as the Internet of Hype [51], and
the implanting of in-the-body technologies is being linked to a new slogan with potential for hype,
Internet of Bodies [52]. When technology domestication begins based on hype, it is possible that people
may be very conscious of their use of technology while not being conscious of why they are starting
to use it. This is because they are motivated to begin using a technology due to subconscious Fear of
Missing Out (FoMO) and not jumping on whatever is the latest bandwagon of hype [16,50].

2.3. Cultural Capital

Cultural capital includes objectified, embodied, and institutionalized cultural capital. Objectified
cultural capital is associated with personal belongings that are symbols of cultural capital. By contrast,
embodied cultural capital, such as physique and skills, is more integral to a person. Institutionalized
cultural capital includes recognition of a person’s cultural capital, such as formal qualifications [53,54].
Interactions between these categories of cultural capital are illustrated by the example of motorcycle
gangs. If an individual has the gang’s preferred type of motorcycle and the gang’s preferred amount
of muscular development, then that individual may be eligible to have and to display the gang’s
tattoos [55].

From the perspective of top-down mass produced cultural capital, human-enhancement with
partially in-the-body technologies can be associated with the objectified cultural capital arising from
wearing high-tech consumer devices; the embodied cultural capital of mastering consumer high-tech;
and institutionalized cultural capital arising from combining high-tech with consumer brands [56–58].
From the perspective of bottom-up mass imagineering cultural capital, human-enhancement with
partially in-the-body technologies can be associated with the objectified cultural capital arising
from wearing of do-it-yourself (DIY) microelectronics; the embodied cultural capital of mastering
DIY-tech; and institutionalized cultural capital arising from applying DIY-tech within body hacker
communities [13,14,27,28].

Although much of cultural capital is determined by background, and top-down mass production,
individuals are able to change their cultural capital to some extent. One way of doing this is through
body projects in mass imagineering [59–62]. Body projects in becoming a cyborg include examples
that illustrate the potential for combination of different categories of cultural capital. For example,
Neil Harbisson has an antenna implanted in his head, which is clearly visible to anybody who sees
him. This antenna, which could be regarded as a new technology of the self [63] or new technology
of optimization [61], transposes color frequencies into sound frequencies. Thus, he realizes what
he imagined for himself in becoming a cyborg through the automated engineering of sophisticated
software within microelectronic devices [64].

His antenna is a partially in-the-body technology. In particular, the majority of his antenna is
a physical object, which is clearly visible as it is several centimeters away from the top of his head.
Thus, it can be seen as a source of objectified cultural capital, which is more distinct than sources of
objectified cultural capital such as electronic wearables. However, the base of his antenna is implanted
and hence embodied. Thus, his antenna has some of characteristics of wearables, which can introduce
objectified cultural capital, and some of the characteristics of implants, which can bring embodied
cultural capital. Together, they have brought him the institutionalized cultural capital of being the first
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person in the world to be recognized officially by a government as being a cyborg [64]. The potential
for institutional recognition specifically among cyborg peers, including those that combine objectified
and embodied technologies is facilitated by the Cyborg Foundation, which Harbisson co-founded to
support people who want to become cyborgs [65].

Experiencing pain in order to achieve gain from body projects is well established and widely
practiced. For example, people follow regimes of extreme physical exercise, such as CrossFit, in order
to increase their embodied cultural capital. The extremeness of CrossFit is illustrated by one of its
unofficial mascots having been Uncle Rhabdo, which is a symbol for a life-threatening condition
brought on by extreme physical exertion called rhabdomyolysis [66]. Human enhancement with
in-the-body technologies can also involve experiencing some pain in order to achieve some gain.
However, unlike repetitive activities such as CrossFit, the pain may only be one-off during implanting
surgery [13,14,27,28].

3. Implications

3.1. Opportunity Versus Exploitation

Human enhancement with in-the-body technologies introduces new cases into the debate about
whether individuals are subject to increased opportunity or increased exploitation because of new
technology. The body hacking suppliers Biohax, Cyborg Nest, and Dangerous Things are examples
of new opportunities for Web-based enterprises to come from mass imagineering communities.
By contrast, body hacking could be argued to be a new example of exploitation where workers
are paid less than the value of what they produce. In particular, body hackers act like pioneering
scientists from previous centuries by undertaking DIY experiments without any expectation of financial
rewards [67]. Meanwhile, such experiments are of benefit for established technology companies who
can learn from the self-experiments of body hackers without incurring any costs.

Also, human enhancement with in-the-body technology introduces new cases into the debate
about digital exploitation [68]. In particular, it is argued that individuals will be exploited without their
realizing through digital infrastructures that draw individuals into unknowingly providing personal
data [69,70]. However, as with other applications of digital technology, different mass paradigms
bring different possibilities for data exploitation and data privacy. Mass production is associated with
concerns about the potential for technological unconsciousness in panoptic “Big Brother Is Watching
You” through “dataveillance” [71–73]. This is possible via remote monitoring of surgical implants
over long-range, high-bandwidth wireless links [74,75]. Rather than “Big Brother Is Watching You
dataveillance”, mass imagineering can enable technological conscious synoptic “Little Brother Is
Watching Back” [76]: for example, by implanting cameras into the back of the head [77]. In between
mass production’s Big Brother panoptics and mass imagineering’s Little Brother synoptics are mass
customization’s surveillance enticements to encourage individuals to participate knowingly with
digital infrastructures set up by organizations [78]. For example, by “getting chipped” at offices parties
arranged by employers [79].

Thus, human enhancement with in-the-body technologies introduces new potential for both
individual opportunity and individual exploitation. As before, taking opportunities and avoiding
exploitation involves more bottom-up imagination and technological consciousness than is needed to
gain standardized cultural capital through passive consumption of mass-produced offerings.

3.2. Utopia Versus Dystopia

When debate concerning the consequences of new technologies is about society, argument can be
framed in terms of utopia versus dystopia. Utopian discourse includes the rejection of the existing
society and the proposition that another society is possible and desirable. Then, utopian practices seek
to create at least some of the features of this utopian discourse in the hope of them spreading throughout
society [80]. Techno-utopia propositions include arguments that technological advances should bring
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about utopias where human beings transcend the constraints of biology, and become transhuman or
even posthuman [81]. However, this techno-utopia is regarded by some as a very dangerous idea that
will actually lead to a techno-dystopia of enhanced “haves” and unenhanced “have-nots” living in
societies that are more polarized than before widespread human enhancement [82–84].

Such conceptualizations of techno-dystopias do not take into account technology domestication,
which involve thoughtful trials and modifications of technologies to suit the requirements and
preferences of individuals. Technology domestication can be informed by the early users of
technologies who may have begun their use due to hype, but who go on to widely share their
experiences and advice for adaptations via the Internet [36,38]. Rather, they are based on technology
determinism, which involves the assumption that technology is an irresistible force in determining
social change [85]. In particular, they do not take into account the increase in DIY at home that
is driven both by top-down mass production and by bottom-up mass imagineering. Moreover, in
between mass production and mass imagineering, the mass customization of bodies is very well
established and already encompasses insideables. Thus, deterministic prognoses of techno-dystopias
based on injustices in the distribution of human enhancement do not take into account cultures of mass
paradigms. For example, cyborg conspicuous consumption can include in-the-body technologies that
are hand-made by professional craftsperson. At the same time, cyborg DIY prosumption can include
homemade in-the-body technologies, which can be undertaken without previous relevant experience
and with a few low cost technological resources [13,14,27,28].

Furthermore, deterministic conceptualizations of techno-dystopias do not take into account
the subtleties of cultural capital, which affect the direction and speed of social changes [86,87].
For example, cyborgs with partially in-the-body technology could be viewed as being uncannily
not quite human, and so referred to by synonyms for uncanniness such as creepy, freaky, and strange.
By contrast, cyborgs with fully in-the-body technologies might be viewed as being much the same
as before becoming cyborgs [88,89]. For example, there are fully in-the-body implants that can link
the human brain and human nervous system to computers. These include already established active
neuro-stimulator devices to reduce chronic musculoskeletal pain [90] and currently experimental
neuroprosthetics that can improve human memory function [91]. Thus, rather than in-the-body
technologies bringing rapid polarizing change to society by irresistible waves of technological
determinism, myriad framings and reframings of cultural capital involve myriad trials and retrials
of technology domestication as people think and rethink their relationship between the self and
others [92].

3.3. Emancipation Versus Extermination

When debate concerning the consequences of new technologies is about all of humanity, it can
be framed in terms of new technology bringing the emancipation or the extermination of human
beings. Interestingly, arguments for these two alternative outcomes can both include assertions that
robots will determine the fate of humanity. Those who foresee human emancipation envisage that
robots will undertake all work and pay for human entertainment. Conversely, those who foresee
human extermination envisage that robots will consume all available resources–including human
beings. Such debate about the future of humanity takes opportunity versus exploitation and utopia
versus dystopia to the conclusions that humanity will live happily in a utopian society of opportunity,
for example, versus humanity will die out in a dystopia society of exploitation [1–5,93–95]. For example,
arguments for human emancipation from work by robots that pay for human entertainment include the
work of robots being taxed to pay for universal basic human income [96]. Meanwhile, arguments for
human extermination by robots include propositions that robots can pose existential threats to human
beings even when robots are programmed to pursue seemingly harmless goals. One such scenario
being that an advanced robot programmed to manufacture paperclips would optimized this goal
by turning all matter, including human beings, into either paperclips or machines that manufacture
paperclips [97].
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There is little mediation of such extreme scenarios by means of consideration of human
enhancement with in-the-body technologies. Firstly, there is little consideration that human
enhancement is a more efficient means of achieving versatile embodied intelligence than building
robots. This is because psychomotor skills that are natural to human beings require enormous
computational resources and complex morphological flexibility. Typically, while it is possible to make
computers exhibit better than human performance in playing chess or Go, it is much more difficult
(or perhaps impossible) to give them human skills simultaneously combining physical agility, sensory
perception, and cognitive processing [10,98–100]. Thus, mass production, mass customization, and
mass imagineering involving in-the-body technologies to enhance human beings is a much more
efficient use of resources than consuming far more materials and energy in efforts to build robots that
can go beyond the natural levels of human embodied intelligence.

Indeed, debate about human emancipation versus human extinction does not take into
consideration that mass human enhancement is entirely within the scope of existing mass paradigms.
For example, in addition to the millions of body projects undertaken to meet biomedical needs, there
are millions of body enhancing projects undertaken to improve cultural capital across mass paradigms.
Moreover, these body projects involve the notion of gain depending upon pain i.e., no pain no gain.
Thus, body projects often involve repeated pain and discomfort, which can be much more than
that of implanting in-the-body technologies. For example, people try continually to increase their
cultural capital through activities including repeated extreme physical training and repeated plastic
surgery [22,23,66]. For example, brain implants can be used to meet biomedical needs, but alternatively
can be used solely for capacity enhancing purposes. In both cases, direct connections with the brain
open up the possibility for individuals to communicate with each other, control machines with their
thoughts, and/or be connected to the Internet constantly. Indeed, it has been argued that non-medical
implants will become mainstream once the benefits they provide outstrip those of wearables; and it is
only a matter of time until non-disabled people begin to use brain implants to improve upon their
natural capabilities to suit their own particular requirements [101]. A notable case of brain implant
innovation is that of BrainGate, which consists of a sensor implanted in the brain and an external
decoder device, which can be connected to different types of prosthetics or other external objects.
The sensor is in the form of a multi-electrode array, which consists of 100 hair-thin electrodes that sense
the electromagnetic signature of neurons firing in specific areas of the brain, for example, the area that
controls arm movement. The sensor translates that activity into electrically charged signals. Then,
these are sent to an external device and decoded in software. The decoder connects to an external
device, such as a computer cursor, a robotic arm, or a light vehicle, and can use the brain signals
to control it [102]. Thus, BrainGate allows a person to manipulate objects in the world using only
the mind. Such brain implants can restore or enhance human functioning and so reduce the human
need for robots in the future. Hence, those who consider the future of humanity in terms of either
emancipation or extinction because of robots, fail to recognize that human enhancement as cyborgs
with in-the-body technologies is an increasingly widespread practice that reduces the comparative
advantages of robots and human needs for robots.

4. Conclusions

Cyborgs are increasing through the dynamics of mass paradigms, technology domestication, and
cultural capital. More enterprises are introducing in-the-body technologies across mass paradigms, and
more in-the-body technologies are becoming commonplace through technology domestication. At the
same time, more individuals are seeking to increase cultural capital through body projects. Accordingly,
debates about the future of society that are focused on robots are flawed, because they fail to consider
the increasing numbers of cyborgs who will have capabilities superior to robots. Accordingly, debates
about the future of society should consider the potential of cyborgs, as well as robots, replacing human
beings. In particular, the potential cyborgs should be considered in debates about the future of society
that encompass arguments about whether the replacement of human beings will lead to opportunity
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or exploitation, utopia or dystopia, and emancipation or extermination. Overall, the objective of this
paper is to introduce a more balanced perspective into the debate about the future of society that is
currently skewed in its focus on robots.
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